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 The film stars Mohanlal, Sreenivasan, Sajitha Betti, Nazriya Nazim, Mukesh Rishi and Madhu. The film marked as a debut
film of Sajitha Betti. It was released on 2 April 2013 to positive reviews and became a commercial success grossing over,

becoming the third highest-grossing Malayalam film of 2013. It was remade in Telugu as Pachakadal Chuvanna Bhoomi (2017).
Plot The film is set in the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary (PWLS) of Kerala. The story revolves around Dr. Vineeth (Mohanlal), a
medical doctor and wildlife expert, and his nephew Dr. Hari (Sreenivasan), a budding wildlife biologist who is on a rare fact-
finding mission. Together, they have embarked on a journey that will be a life-changing experience for both of them. Harilal

lives with his mother in a joint family. His father, Mohananadham, works as a forest guard. Vineeth, along with his friend, Dr.
Jhanvi (Sreenivasan) a medical doctor, and Dr. Hari, a wildlife biologist, are camping at the PWLS in the Nilgiri Biosphere

Reserve. Vineeth, a native of Kottayam district, has been making frequent visits to the PWLS in search of rare medicinal plants
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for his family clinic. Vineeth's mother, Meenakshi, feels that her son should become a surgeon. However, her son comes home
every evening, full of enthusiasm to study. Harilal, Hari and Jhanvi are fans of James Cameron's 2001 film Titanic, which

comes out in cinemas on their birthday. The three make a plan to go on a leisurely drive on their birthday, taking their back-
pack with them and camping in the reserve. Their initial campsite is not a perfect location as the local elephant herd are in the
vicinity and they feel uneasy. They therefore move to the other end of the park where they find a pleasant secluded spot. An

Indian tiger has recently been caught on camera by the forest department. Vineeth is looking for a tusk, but finds that it has been
taken away and the tusk has disappeared. He is greatly upset. During the night, they hear noises of some unseen animals nearby.

Hari and Jhanvi go out to see what it 82157476af
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